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Abstrat
A well-known hessboard problem is that of plaing eight queens
on the hessboard so that no two queens are able to attak eah other.
(Reall that a queen an attak anything on the same row, olumn,
or diagonal as itself.) This problem is known to have been studied by
Gauss, and an be generalized to an n × n board, where n ≥ 4. We
onsider this problem in d-dimensional hess spaes, where d ≥ 3, and
obtain the result that in higher dimensions, n queens do not always suf-
e (in any arrangement) to attak all board positions. Our methods
allow us to obtain the rst lower bound on the number of queens that
are neessary to attak all positions in a d-dimensional hess spae of
size n, and further to show that for any k, there are higher-dimensional
hess spaes in whih not all positions an be attaked by n
k
queens.
1 Introdution
The 8-queens problem is a well-known hessboard problem, whose onstraints
are to plae eight queens on a normal hessboard in suh a way that no two
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attak eah other, under the rule that a hess queen an attak other piees
in the same olumn, row, or diagonal. This problem an be generalized to
plae n queens on an n by n hessboard, otherwise known as the n-queens
problem. The mathematiians Gauss and Polya studied this problem [3℄, and
Ahrens [1℄ showed that for all n ≥ 4, solutions exist. This problem an be
further generalized to d-dimensions, where two queens attak one another if
they lie on a ommon hyperplane. It an then be desribed as the n-queens
problem in d-dimensions. (The traditional 8-queens problem, as desribed
above, is 2-dimensional.)
The n-queens problem is lassially onsidered a theoretial one, but has also
been studied [5℄ for its many appliations: in distributed memory storage
shemes [4℄, VLSI testing [7℄, deadlok prevention in omputer systems [6℄,
and others. As a anonial problem in onstraint satisfation, the problem
is also approahed using neural networks [8℄, and also studied as a standard
andidate for the baktraking (depth-rst searh) method.
It is trivial that ∀n ≥ 4, d ≥ 3, there always is a way of plaing n queens in a
d-dimensional board of size n so that no two attak eah other. This follows
from the result [1℄ that for all n ≥ 4, n queens an be plaed on a regular
2-dimensional board.
We previously performed a omputational analysis [2℄ of the n-queens prob-
lem in higher dimensions, by ounting the number of ways in whih n queens
an be plaed. This analysis seemed to indiate that there were non-attaking
queens solutions in d dimensions that ould not be projeted onto subspaes,
and led us to investigate the following question:
Least What is the least number of queens that would be neessary to attak
every position in a d-dimensional board of size n?
Certain simple ases are easy to analyse. For instane, if n = 3, the least
number of queens that an attak all board positions on a d-dimensional
board is 1, ∀d ≥ 1. Similarly, when d is 2, i.e., on the regular board of size
n, we obviously need no more than n queens, and in fat, fewer sue. Our
present work gives the rst general lower bound on the number of queens
needed, for all n and d.
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2 The Queens Problem
2.1 In Two Dimensions
On a 2-dimensional grid, a queen an attak along the two axes X and Y , and
along two diagonals. For a queen loated at Cartesian oordinates 〈q1, q2〉,
the axes are given if x = q1 and y = q2. The diagonals are x − q1 = y − q2
and x − q1 = q2 − y, and these are the 1- and 2-dimensional attak lines
respetively.
2.2 In d Dimensions
Consider a d-dimensional hyperube. The verties of suh a hyperube an
be addressed by bit strings of length dthe 2d verties of the hyperube an
be addressed by 000 . . . 0 through 111 . . . 1.
Two verties in a d-dimensional hyperube are adjaent if their addresses
dier in just one bit position. If they dier in k ≤ d positions, they lie on
a k-dimensional diagonal. Therefore, the longest-length diagonal onnets a
vertex with its polar reiproal (the opposite vertex, whose address bits are
all inverses of the orresponding bits).
A hess board of size n is similar to a hyperube, exept that instead of just
two values, eah position in the string takes n values, from 0 through n− 1.
A queen in a d-dimensional hess spae therefore has a position given by a
d-dimensional vetor 〈q1, q2, . . . , qd〉, where 0 ≤ qk ≤ n− 1.
The equations for the d-dimensional attak lines for a queen at loation
〈q1, q2, . . . , qd〉 in a d-dimensional hess hyperspae are of the form
±(x1 − q1) = ±(x2 − q2) = . . . = ±(xd − qd).
There are obviously 2d suh equations in all. However, noting that hanging
the signs on all the terms gives us a new equation with the same meaning as
the one hanged, there are 2d−1 equations that are distint.
Lemma 2.1. A queen in d-spae an also be onsidered as having attak
vetors of the form 〈δ1, δ2, . . . , δd〉, δk ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, with the onstraint that
{δ1, δ2, . . . , δd} 6= {0}.
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Proof. A omponent δk of an attak vetor represents a queen's movement in
dimension k along one attak line. Suh movement an be in two diretions
(forward or bakward, so to speak) whih we an represent as +1 or −1;
if there is no movement in dimension k, then δk = 0.
It is not possible for all omponents to be zero, i.e., {δ1, δ2, . . . , δd} 6= {0},
beause an attak vetor must have the queen moving along at least one
dimensiona zero vetor denotes omplete lak of movement from the
queen's urrent position.
Eah attak line for a queen is omposed of the maximum range of the queen's
movement along two attak vetors (one in eah diretion from the queen's
loation) suh that their sum results in the zero vetor 〈01, 02, . . . , 0d〉. Hene,
the number of attak lines is half the number of attak vetors.
Remark 2.2. The board positions at a salar distane s > 0 along a queen's
attak vetor are given by:
s〈δ1, δ2, . . . , δd〉+ 〈q1, q2, . . . , qd〉.
Theorem 2.3. A queen in d-spae has a total of
3d − 1
2
attak lines.
Proof. We know from Lemma 2.1 that eah oordinate of a queen's attak
vetor an have one of 3 values. An attak vetor also has d omponents (as
it is a vetor in d-spae). However, the zero vetor where the queen does not
move in any diretion is ruled out, as pointed out in the lemma.
Therefore, the queen has 3d − 1 attak vetors. Sine the number of attak
lines is half the number of attak vetors, the number of attak lines is
3d−1
2
.
2.3 Least
For the question Least stated in Setion 1, we rst onsider the following.
Lemma 2.4. A queen in any d-dimensional hess spae of size n an attak
at most n board positions (inluding the one it holds) along any one attak
line.
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Proof. By Remark 2.2, we an nd a board position attaked by the queen
along an attak vetor by taking the sum of queen's position and the produt
of the attak vetor as given in Lemma 2.1 and a salar distane s > 0 from
the queen's position.
The individual k-dimensional oordinate of a board position attaked by a
queen is given by sδk+ qk. We know that the hess spae itself does not have
any position with a oordinate greater than n− 1 or less than 0. Therefore,
any attak vetor terminates when sδk + qk = 0 or sδk + qk = n− 1, for any
oordinate k. Therefore, s an take at most n values sine at least one of the
δk must be non-zero and it an only have n values along that oordinate.
From this and Theorem 2.3, we get the following.
Lemma 2.5. A queen in a d-dimensional hess spae of size n an attak
no more than
n(3d−1)
2
board positions.
Note also that there are nd board positions in a d-dimensional hess spae of
size n. Therefore, by dividing the number of board positions by the maximum
number of positions attaked by a queen, we have the following.
Theorem 2.6. The least number of queens neessary to attak all positions
in a d-dimensional hess spae of size n is no less than
2nd−1
3d − 1
.
In deriving this result, we have assumed that every queen is able to attak
as many board positions as possible along every attak line, and that no two
queens attak the same board position. This is obviously an overestimate,
so the above expression is a lower bound subjet to renement using more
intriate analyses.
No more than n non-attaking queens an be plaed on a two-dimensional
board (sine there are only n rows or olumns, and every queen must be on a
separate row and olumn). However, Theorem 2.6 shows us that this is not
true in higher-dimensional spaes. Speially, we have the following.
Corollary 2.7. When d ≥ 3, it is not always possible to attak all board
positions on a board of size n > 3 using n queens.
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Proof. Given Theorem 2.6, we know that for any values n and d suh that
2nd−1
3d − 1
> n,
whih gives, upon simpliation,
2nd−2 > 3d − 1,
it is impossible to attak all board positions using just n queens.
Similarly, we an show that it is always possible to nd an n large enough
that given a ertain d, it is not possible to attak all board positions using
nk queens, where k < d− 1:
Corollary 2.8. If 2nd−k−1 > 3d − 1, it is not possible to attak all board
positions using nk queens.
It is therefore also possible to always nd a hess spae of large enough
dimension and size that for any k, nk queens do not sue; alternatively, for
any d > 2, nd−2 queens do not sue for all but a nite number of n.
3 Suggestions For Further Work
Based on the work presented here, the authors see a likely future result being
the derivation of an exat expression for the number of queens neessary to
attak all positions in a d-dimensional board of size n. This may prove to be
diult, however, so an easier eort should be one direted towards a better
lower bound than Theorem 2.6 provides. Likewise, a non-trivial upper bound
(
n
d−1
d
being trivial) should also be obtainable.
Related to these, of ourse, are the more standard problems relating to the
enumeration of the possible solutions in ase of a d-dimensional board of size
n. Algorithms for plaement of queens in higher-dimensional spaes (a trivial
problem when there are no more queens than indiated by Theorem 2.6) are
also worth investigating. Considering the slew of appliations of the standard
2-dimensional problem, it also remains to be seen what appliations an be
made of the higher-dimensional analogue and results therein.
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